Basic principles of growing the thick (35-60 m) single-crystalline La-substituted yttriumiron garnet (Y3− La Fe5O12, La : YIG) films with reproducible parameters have been formulated. La : YIG films are grown on gallium-gadolinium garnet (Gd3Ga5O12) substrates from a supercooled melt-solution (MS) consisting of Y2O3, La2O3, and Fe2O3 oxides and the PbO-B2O3 solvent. In order to minimize the implantation of Pb 2 + ions into the films, which degrades the film quality, the epitaxy has to be performed at high temperatures and a low MS supercooling. It is found that, in order to maintain a constant growth rate of La : YIG films with reproducible parameters, a large MS mass (10-16 kg) has to be used, and the MS temperature has to be permanently lowered at a rate of 0.042 K/min.
Introduction
Single-crystalline films of yttrium-iron garnet Y 3 Fe 5 O 12 (YIG) are a promising material for the microminiaturization of solid-state ultrahigh-frequency (UHF) devices [1] . Two main requirements are demanded from UHF devices operating on magnetostatic waves (MSWs): minimum magnetic losses at the MSW propagation and a high frequency stability in the working temperature interval. Magnetic losses depend on the line width Δ of a ferromagnetic resonance (FMR): the narrower the FMR line, the lower are the magnetic losses. The working frequency is determined by such parameters as the saturation magnetization and the magnetic anisotropy field. Of great practical importance is the power increase of UHF devices based on single-crystalline YIG films. In this connection, there arises a problem of producing thick, up to 100 m in thickness, single-crystalline films, which would possess the properties of bulk single crystals, for which the parameter Δ = 0.2÷0.5 Oe.
The YIG films are grown with the use of the liquid-phase epitaxy (LPE) method on substrates made of single-crystalline gadolinium-gallium garnet Gd 3 Ga 5 O 12 (GGG). The latter are obtained with the help of Czochralski method. Owing to a mismatch between the crystal lattice parameters in YIG ( = = 12.376Å) and GGG ( = 12.383Å), as well as between the corresponding heat expansion coefficients, thick YIG films have not been managed to grow, because, when reaching a thickness of 15-20 m and being subjected to high mechanical stresses, those films cracked. At first glance, this problem seemed to be solvable by modifying the technology of film growing.
To lower the melting point of a ferrite charge, fluxing agents containing lead oxide (PbO) are added to the latter. Lead ions Pb 2+ are characterized by a larger ion radius than yttrium ones: (Pb 2+ ) = = 1.29Å versus (Y 3+ ) = 1.015Å. Therefore, the former tend to replace the latter at dodecahedral positions in the garnet when growing a ferrite film. The presence of lead ions in the YIG lattice increases its parameter.
The implantation of lead into the YIG film seemed to be controllable by governing the film growth temperature p . Following this way, Pb : YIG films 110 m in thickness were managed to grow [2] . However, the quality of such films was much worse than the quality of films about 10 m in thickness. This fact is explained by the impossibility of a precise control over the implantation of Pb 2+ ions into the film, because the implantation degree is extremely sensitive to changes in temperature regimes and, therefore, becomes almost uncontrollable. The negative influence of Pb 2+ ions on the parameter Δ was noted in works [3] [4] [5] .
The aim of this work is to study the possibility of growing the thick YIG films with homogeneous physical properties over their area and characterized by a narrow FMR line. To this end, the lattice parameter of a ferrogarnet film was increased to the value of the substrate lattice parameter by partially substituting La 3+ ions for Y 3+ ones. The former are characterized by a larger ionic radius, (La 3+ ) = 1.22Å, and are nonmagnetic, so that they do not affect magnetic losses.
In order to determine the initial MS phase, the socalled Blanc-Nielsen coefficients are introduced [5] , which are the molar ratios between the MS components:
The coefficient 1 characterizes the limits of the garnet crystallization interval and determines the MS homogeneity. The coefficient 4 characterizes the content of garnet forming components and determines the melt saturation temperature n . With decreasing the coefficient 3 , the MS viscosity increases, whereas an increase in 3 corresponds to a reduction of the YIG field compositional stability and a growth of the solvent volatility. Finally, the coefficient 2 is determined on the basis of the required concentration of substituting ions (e.g., La 3+ ) in the ferrite film.
Experimental Part
Epitaxial Y 3− La Fe 5 O 12 (La : YIG) films were grown, by using the method of liquid phase epitaxy on GGG substrates with the (111) orientation. For this purpose, the supercooled MS consisting of the garnet forming oxides Y 2 O 3 , La 2 O 3 , and Fe 2 O 3 and the PbO-B 2 O 3 solvent with a total mass of 12 kg was used. The supercooling degree Δ of the meltsolution was determined as the difference between the saturation, n , and growth, p , temperatures: Δ = n − p . The GGG substrates had a thickness of 0.5 mm and a diameter of 76.2 mm. The substrates were subjected to the chemical-mechanical polishing to the 14th purity grade. For the epitaxial growing, an automated installation was used, i.e., technological operations were controlled by a computer. The temperature in the furnace was maintained with an accuracy of ±0.1 K. The FMR line width in La : YIG films was measured, by using a non-destructive method in a frequency interval of 1.2-4.0 GHz [6] . The saturation magnetization of the films was monitored with the help of a vibration magnetometer [7] . The structure and composition of epitaxial films were studied, by using a scanning electron microscope equipped with a Comebax X-ray microanalyzer.
Research of Lead and Lanthanum Ion Implantation Into a Ferrogarnet Film
In our previous studies [8] , the lattice parameter of a La : YIG film was revealed to linearly increase with the lanthanum ion content. On the basis of corresponding calculations, it was found that if the lanthanum concentration is about 0.04-0.06 atoms per formula unit, the lattice parameter of the La : YIG film reaches a value typical of the lattice parameter in the substrate with GGG.
Ferrogarnet films were grown from more than 10 different charge compositions. The most optimal among them corresponded to the following component ratios (in mol%) and molar coefficients: As was mentioned above, the lattice parameter of an YIG film can also grow, if Pb 2+ ions are implanted into the film, which is extremely undesirable because thick Pb : YIG films have magnetic properties that are inhomogeneous over the film surface, a low surface quality, and high magnetic losses. Therefore, the aim of our study was to determine such growth conditions, at which the implantation of lanthanum ions rather than lead ones into the crystalline structure of an YIG film would increase its lattice parameter.
Figure illustrates the contents of La 3+ and Pb
2+
ions in the La : YIG films as functions of the MS supercooling temperature. It is evident that the ion contents La and Pb per formula unit increase with Δ , this growth being more pronounced for La
3+
ions. Furthermore, it was found that, provided the same MS supercooling, the implantation of La 3+ ions occurs more intensively with the temperature growth in comparison with Pb 2+ ones. Therefore, in order to reduce the lead concentration in La : YIG films, the latter should be grown at higher temperatures and at a low supercooling.
Using a formula proposed in work [2] 
where the first term is the lattice parameter of pure YIG, 1.015Å is the radius of dodecahedral Y 3+ ions, and the radius of substituting element : (Pb 2+ ) or (La 3+ ). From Figure, we obtain that, at Δ = 20 K, the contents Pb = 0.012 and La = 0.038. Then, from Eq. (3), we determine the variation of the lattice parameter which is more than twice as large as the increase induced by the implantation of Pb 2+ ions, Δ (Pb) = = 0.0024Å. At Δ = 30 K (see Figure) , we obtain that Δ (La) = 0.0087 and Δ (Pb) = 0.0037Å.
At high growth temperatures (small supercooling), the implantation of lead ions from the meltsolution into the ferrite film is minimum. Therefore, the chemical composition of the film is mainly determined by the initial charge composition. This circumstance makes the growth process more technological due to a high reproducibility of results, 40-50%.
Fabrication of Ferrogarnet Films with Reproducible Parameters
When choosing a regime of thick film growing using the LPE method, the MS depletion should be taken into consideration. It occurs due to the following factors: 1) lead evaporation during the growth and MS homogenization, 2) melt depletion with respect to garnet-forming components during the film growth, and 3) a reduction of the melt amount because of the formation of droplets and accretions on the ferrite epitaxial structure (FES) and the equipment. When fabricating a single FES with ferrite coating from two sides, the garnet mass taken from the melt can be determined by the formula
where is the substrate radius, ℎ the film thickness, and = 5.17 × 10 3 kg/m 3 is the garnet density. The 
where the numerators mean the mass percentages of yttrium, iron, and lanthanum oxides in 1 mole of the Y 2.958 La 0.042 Fe 5 O 12 ferrite grown from charge (2) . By recalculating oxide losses (5) into molar percentages, the changes of the coefficients 1 and 4 can be determined. Our research showed that if the coefficient 1 increases by one, the saturation temperature of the melt n decreases by 3 K, whereas an increase of the coefficient 4 by one leads to a decrease of n by 21.7 K. Therefore, in order to obtain thick La : YIG films with reproducible parameters, it is necessary to use large melt masses (10-16 kg) and vary the growth temperature according to a definite law.
On the basis of calculations, we found that, in order to maintain a constant growth rate and obtain films with reproducible parameters, it is necessary to lower the growth temperature p by 3.79 K after every layer 50 m in thickness has been grown. As to the lead oxide losses through the evaporation, according to literature data [2] and the results of our researches, their contribution to a change of n is insignificant and can be neglected.
The melt-solution 10 kg in mass can retain its properties, when being supercooled by 25-30 K. This mass allows = 25 K/3.79 K ≈ 6 La : YIG films, each 50 m in thickness and with almost identical parameters, to be grown without adding garnet-forming oxides and PbO to the crucible. If the growth rate of La : YIG films is p = 0.56 m/min, then the growth time of one film equals p = 50 m/(0.56 m/min) = = 89.3 min. In this case, the rate of permanent reduction of the melt temperature at the batch growth of the films should be equal to
Thus, to fabricate thick La : YIG films with reproducible properties with the use of the LPE method, they should be grown, by taking a large mass of MS with a controllable content of garnet-forming oxides. In such a way, a change of the saturation temperature after the growing of each film can be minimized, and the growth rate can be maintained constant for each film in a batch during the whole growing session.
Finally, we would like to emphasize that the obtained thick La : YIG films possessed a mirror surface with no visible defects.
Table contains some technological and physical parameters for some La : YIG films grown from the melt of ferrite charge (2).
Conclusions
To minimize a variation of the melt-solution saturation temperature and thereby to provide the reproducibility of properties in a batch of thick La : YIG films grown by applying the LPE method, the MS with a large mass (10-16 kg) and a controlled content of garnet-forming oxide have to be used.
To reduce the lead concentration in La : YIG films, the latter have to be grown at high temperatures and with a low supercooling degree.
To maintain the constant rate of growth of thick La : YIG films within the whole growth session, the melt-solution temperature has to be permanently lowered at a rate of 0.042 K/min.
